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Action research,

How to bring about a conscious change.

Project

1. Problem
   - Read Kelz
   - Read Popper
   - Read Colly & Harvey
   - Orwell
   - Robson
   - "Who am I writing for..."
Vindelig med Sisse
1) netoke
2) å bare om vindelig.

Finne meta i AR,

buble, edget on sheen ... ?
+
min's hang ...

√
cip morne → to bubble.
bullen → bann "mid the maben"

Mälzing & Maipul.Unique
Kultur as prahis
"engineering culture"
Taking the idea about culture...

1) Game of GTD

→ I need to understand my own psychology in order to make the system work.

Learning

GTD

TO HAY

ONE

Am I getting things done?
How do I know?
1) measure pomodoro ζ (focus)
2) how are my measures in GTD.

GTD = how many projects... how many chores...
Perhaps there is a logic to not
minimizing the number of things done.

The focus

LEAN would focus on FLOW,

1) efficient workflow in significant (cost)
2) cycle time... (number of days)

Is the focus on "culture" a
sound scientific approach?

Put the solving or debate?

Fits with "mean"